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Opinion
Any substance that is toxic to humans is usually toxic to wild
and domestic animals as well. Different levels of sensitivity and
degrees of exposure between humans and animals may exist for
toxicants, but similarities of effect are generally more common
than differences. Of particular concern to both human and animal
populations are persistent contaminants that do not break down
readily in the environment and tend to bio accumulate. The many
persistent toxic substances found contaminating our environment
include Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), Polybrominated
Diphenyl Ethers (PBDES), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), dioxins, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and heavy
metals, such as lead, cadmium, nickel, and mercury [1-5]. Any one of
these contaminants is worthy of an entire commentary. This article
will focus on the effects of environmental mercury contamination
on animal populations, both wild and domestic.
Environmental contamination from mercury is ubiquitous on
our planet [6]. A 2013 report from the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) estimated the total, annual emission of
mercury to be in the range of 5,000 to 8,000 metric tons per
year [6]. Emissions include anthropogenic sources (such as coalburning power plants and gold mining), natural geological sources
(such as volcanoes) and re-emission or exposure of mercury due
to disturbance of soils and sediments containing mercury [6].
Mercury is highly toxic to the developing nervous system and
organic mercury, in the form of methyl mercury, is the primary
form of mercury to which humans and animals are exposed. Due
its lipophilicity, methylmercury is easily absorbed into the body
and distributed widely where multiple organs, including the
central nervous system, take up mercury [7]. However, even though
mercury is well known to be highly toxic, little is still known about
the fate of mercury in the bodies of animals [8]. Among studies
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that do examine mercury levels in non-laboratory animals, many
have examined exposures of wild and domestic animals to mercury
that could serve as sentinels for human exposure [8-10]. Animals
including wild mink [9], vampire bats [10], hares and rabbits [11],
wild seals and bears [12], wild birds [13], domestic cattle and
domestic fowl [14-16], and domestic dogs [17] are some of the
animals that have been assessed for their mercury “body load” over
the past 20 to 25 years.

These studies provide several points to consider concerning
levels of mercury in animal populations. Vampire bats found in
South America that fed more on domestic animals presented higher
mercury loads than bats that fed on wild animals, suggesting that
domestic animals were exposed to higher levels of mercury [10].
Studies of mercury exposures in cattle in Spain showed similar
levels to those reported in cattle from non-polluted areas in other
countries [16]. However, domestic cattle and fowl raised in areas
with high mercury contamination such as gold mining areas have
much higher levels of mercury in their tissues and organs compared
to animals from non-mining regions [14]. Environmental pollution
associated with gold mining-occurs, not only in South America,
but in Canada, the United States, Africa, China, the Philippines and
Siberia [18].
Many studies of the effects of mercury contamination on animal
populations have focused on marine mammals such as seals and
polar bears and marine birds. This article cannot discuss all of this
literature, which goes back more than 50 years. Several more recent
reviews indicate that exposure to mercury can suppress immune
function in marine mammals [11,19], result in neurochemical
changes in the brains of beluga whales and polar bears [20],
potentially damage muscle cells in Harbour seals [20] and impair
reproduction in arctic mammals and birds [20-23]. One example
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reported for loons in two different studies correlated a 50% decline
in reproductive productivity when prey fish consumed by loons
presented whole-body mercury concentrations that exceeded 0.2
micrograms per gram body weight of the fish [23,24]. Not all birds
are equally sensitive to methylmercury toxicity. The American
kestrel, osprey, snowy egret, tri-coloured heron are extremely
sensitive to methylmercury toxicity, while other birds such as the
Canada goose, laughing gull and double-crested cormorant are
much less sensitive [25].

Based on the published literature, significant mercury
exposures among dogs and cats appear to be rare. A study published
in Canada reported very few cases of mercury toxicosis for dogs
and cats compared to wild, fish eating birds [26]. However, these
studies only report mercury levels in animals that are suspected
of having metal toxicosis. In this same study, birds, especially
raptors consuming fish contaminated with methylmercury showed
many more cases with toxic levels of mercury [26]. Mercury is
not routinely sampled in domestic animal populations, so it is not
possible to know if subclinical exposures are routinely occurring.
One survey of mercury exposures to domestic dogs in Spain
indicated that mercury tissue concentrations were three times
higher in dogs from urban areas compared to dogs from rural areas
[17]. In 2005, several studies reported that contaminants, including
mercury, did not cause widespread adverse effects on the health of
Canadian arctic wildlife, with the possible exception of polar bears
and caribou [27,28]. Then what about the present? Is exposure
to mercury contamination increasing in animal populations? The
short answer is yes and no. Some animal populations have exhibited
significant increases in their body burden of mercury and others
have not changed, or have even decreased [29]. We also cannot
determine whether the most recent increases in mercury body
burden observed in some animal populations are due to increased
anthropogenic activity or possibility due to environmental changes,
e.g., climate warming [29]. Current changes in climate are predicted
to increase disease risk in arctic animal populations and perhaps
other populations as well [21], which could make animals more
susceptible to mercury toxicity.

Conclusion

In conclusion, what is currently known about mercury exposure
on the animal population, both domestic and wild, is not sufficient to
say with confidence that mercury exposure has significant adverse
health effects on a large number of species [20]. It appears to be the
case that the Beluga whale, polar bears, and a number of species of
primarily arctic birds, do exhibit specific health defects including
decreased immune function, altered neuronal function and
decreased reproductive capabilities. It also is the case that domestic
animals, other than isolated cases of acute mercury toxicity, do not
appear to exhibit widespread toxicity due to mercury exposure.
However, the general lack of detailed information underlying these
observations underscores the explicit need for continued and more
detailed study of mercury exposures in animal populations and
how mercury exposure, even at subclinical levels, affects the health
and reproduction of animals.
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